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Gulf Region Education Assistive Technology Conference 2018

GREAT 2018 On Its Full Course!
The largest and most significant Assistive Technology and Inclusive Computer
Technology in the region, GREAT 2018 continued today, spreading dynamic energy,
creative ideas and enthusiasm throughout all the official workshops and sessions!
We have enjoyed the presence of an impressive crowd of visitors, including
healthcare professionals, teachers and special educators and carers, who were part
of a variety of subjects and topics on education, independent living, E-accessibility
and autism.

From the Tips to the Top: A Broader Spectrum of Using Technology

The first part of the day was packed with useful insights and knowledge on the
practical side of technology. Themes covered ways and tips to enable educators to
develop assistive technology programs dedicated to higher education. Speakers
also shared a lot of information with the visitors about what’s
new in web content accessibility guidelines and policies.

great.mada.org.qa

Confidence in Communication…Through Innovation!

The Innovation Centre displayed a wide range of product
demonstrations which included Philip Hackett from Clicker 7 and
James Ball from TextHelp, whose products enable people to read, write and
communicate with clarity and confidence.
Next Conference’s day promises more innovation and knowledge sharing, with a
full morning of workshops and demonstrations that will feature many innovations,
like interactive robotic application for children with autism and the Tawasol App for ACC.
To see the full GREAT 2018 Conference program please visit
http://great.mada.org.qa

Visitors’ Voice:
“Attending GREAT 2018 has given me a better understanding on how I could help
the local community and people with disabilities”, said Nawal Akram, visitor.
“The participation at GREAT 2018 allowed us to present our products’ features
with a wider audience which we share our business with. We’ve also met some
very creative people and local companies who have offered to support our business”,
Alison Saraf, Co-founder of Sensory Souk
Follow us on social media for live feeds and more updates on GREAT 2018
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